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Abstract: Many studies report that comics are useful as learning material. However, there is
little known about how learning with comics works. Based on previously established theories
about multimedia learning, we conducted an eye-tracking experiment to examine learning about
geography with a specially designed combination of comic and map which we call geo-comic. In our
experiment, we show that our geo-comic fulfills many prerequisites for promoting deep learning.
Thus, we establish guidelines for an effective design of geo-comics and recommend deploying comics
in combination with maps in geography classes.

Keywords: geography education; comics; eye-tracking; text–picture combination; multimedia
learning; multiple perspectives

1. Introduction

Comics have recently been discovered to be effective tools in science communication. However,
empirical research in this field remains scarce [1], which is especially true of comics with geographical
content. In theory, there are many arguments for the use of comics in the classroom. Sousanis (2015),
for example, points out that comics, through their unique combination of text and imagery, can offer
more perspectives than one medium alone and thus promote a deeper understanding of the content.
Using visual symbols, metaphors, and realistic depictions in combination with textual modes of
expression, comics create a “symphony” [2] (p. 65). With this symphony, we can learn about the
world, but how exactly does learning work with such a medium? Many theories describe learning
with text–picture combinations (e.g., [3–5]). However, we do not know whether the results of these
studies apply specifically to comics; neither do we know whether they work in geographical contexts.
The question remains: how can we learn about geography with comics? In this study, we wanted to find
out the extent to which strategies of viewing geographical comics influence the comprehension of the
comics’ content. What kinds of strategies exist? How do viewing strategies relate to the comprehension
of content?

We conducted an eye-tracking experiment using a geography comic specially designed for this
study. The direct observation of eye movement gives us unique insights into thought processes and
cognitive information processing in learners. By moving our eyes, we can “focus our concentration
( . . . ) on the object or region of interest” [6] (p. 3). Thus, by observing someone’s eye movements, we can
learn something about “what the observer found interesting” (ibid.). In other words, “eye movements
provide evidence of overt visual attention” (ibid. p. 5). They enable us to measure attention and
reproduce, track, and comprehend actions that are key to the intake of visual information. We can
quantify otherwise inaccessible processes that have a close relationship to the forming of representative
models in our mind, and we can do this on an individual level. Concerning research on instructional
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methods in multimedia learning, we can “go beyond asking simply ‘what works?’ or ‘when does it
work?’” We can now “determine how a particular instructional method causes learning” [7] (p. 167).

In the following, we will derive hypotheses from existing theory which we want to test
using a specially designed comic. The methods which we used are detailed in the next section.
Subsequently, we present and discuss the relevant results of the eye-tracking experiment in the light of
geography education.

2. Theory

Numerous studies have shown that learning with comics influences cognitive performance in a
positive way. Aleixo and Sumner [8] report, in a study of learning about biopsychology with comics,
that students learning with comics had significantly higher memory scores than those who did not
learn with comics. Nalu and Bliss [9] found that learning with comics supports the speed of learning.
Comparing two groups of young naval officers in training, those who learned with comics were
twice as fast as those who learned with text-only material, while both groups achieved comparable
test results. In medical training, several studies show that students learning with comics achieve
higher degrees of knowledge accompanied with a higher motivation to learn than those learning
without comics [10]. In a study of lessons teaching about burn injuries, Sinha et al. show that there
were significant improvements in the test results of five to seven year olds when they learned with
comics as compared to traditional classroom material. This study was conducted at the same time
in India and the US. Özdemir [11], too, identifies a significant improvement in the test scores of
young learners (sixth graders) who learned with comics compared to those who did not learn with
comics. He also states that those students with low interest in the topic, in particular, could be better
motivated to learn and were more accepting of the learning material than those who did not use
comics. Even the software company Oracle recommends learning with comics, based on a study of the
effectiveness of learning materials [12]. Hosler and Boomer [13] observed a significant improvement
in comprehension among students using science comics as learning materials in biology classes at
university level compared to those in classes where comics were not used. Brand et al. [14] also
observed better comprehension in a study using comics for informing patients about the nature of
their ailments. Additionally, they reported lower anxiety levels and greater satisfaction in the patients
who were informed with comics. A meta-analysis of studies conducted in Japan shows two important
advantages to learning with comics [15]: they seem to be easy to understand and, for many (Japanese)
students, are an attractive medium for taking in information.

It seems that learning with comics can improve learning outcomes across many settings, age groups,
and cultures by supporting the learning process. However, little is known about how this works,
and we know even less about how this might work in geography education. We will use theories from
multimedia learning or comics studies to hypothesize about learning with comics in a geographical
context. To our knowledge, no investigation has been conducted on reading processes in comics in a
geographical context, e.g., when a map is present in the comic in addition to the typical text–image
combination. Geography is a visual discipline (e.g., [16,17]). It is common to use word–picture
combinations such as diagrams, block diagrams, ground profiles, and, arguably most importantly,
maps to communicate geographical content. These communication devices are essential to the
geographical discourse and cannot be left out of any learning material. This means that they also
should be incorporated into comics designed for learning geography. Thus, we define geo-comics
as comics about geographical topics that include specifically geographical communication devices.
Comics fuse text and imagery in an agent-based narration. The imagery part of the comic can very well
include geographical visualizations such as maps. In our study, we test this kind of geographically
enhanced science comic in order to find out the extent to which strategies of viewing geo-comics
influence the reader’s comprehension of the comics’ content.

By testing our hypotheses on a comic with geographical content, our investigations shed light
on how existing theories apply to geo-comics, how viewing strategies influence comprehension of
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geographical content, and how we can support these strategies in weaker learners as well when
designing new geo-comics.

2.1. Integrated Processing of Text and Picture Improves Learning

In the following, we will discuss insights from multimedia studies and comic research that seem
to be most suitable for a transfer to geography comics. We will then propose hypotheses to be tested
on a geography comic to gain deeper insights into what successful learning strategies with geo-comics
might be.

According to Mayer [15], the combination of text and image can help learners to better understand
the content of learning material than a single medium alone. However, this is only the case if
both text and image are in close proximity to each other, which clearly is the case in comics. If the
distance between them gets too large, the cognitive capacities of the viewer are used for searching
for the connected elements. Then, the workload for the mind becomes too large to positively affect
learning [5,16]. Integrated processing of text and image is revealed by the transitions between the two
media. The better the readers integrate the modalities of text and image, the better is their ability to
recall the content from memory [18]. This integration is supported by placing labels on the pictures [19].
Inevitably, this is done in comics with the use of speech bubbles, which anchor information to specific
elements of the image. Both Kirtley et al. [20] and Laubrock et al. [21] (p. 257) argue that during
comic reading, “text and image are processed in parallel.” However, eye-tracking experiments have
shown that it usually takes more time to retrieve the same amount of information from text than from
image [21]. As Kirtley et al. [20] (p. 278) confirm, “more information can be taken in peripherally”
while viewing images as compared to text. Loschky et al. [22] describe how viewers extract the relevant
information from an image within the time span of only two fixations, moving from the gist of the
picture to a salient detail. This is not possible with text, where we have to identify single characters
and words. An integrated viewing process in comics concerns not only text and image but also putting
different images into context with each other. Comics use panels as segmenting units that are arranged
on the page, each displaying a certain slice of time. However, the interplay between the segments, as
well as the arrangement of the segments on display as a whole, carry different kinds of meanings and
complement each other in the learning process [2]. According to Sousanis (ibid.), comics convey a
deeper understanding of content in this way, offering different perspectives and modes of expression.

Based on this theoretical context, we are able to describe potentially successful viewing strategies
for comics with geographical content. First of all, if text–image combinations promote deep learning,
the presence of pictures must make a difference. Following Mason et al. [18], it is a prerequisite for
effective learning with text–image combinations that the viewers are able to integrate the different
kinds of media in their minds. This means that they have to come back to text or picture at least once
so they can reevaluate the information from one medium in light of the information found in the other
medium. In order to process text–image combinations, viewers have to switch back and forth from
text to image in order to connect them in their minds.

Thus, we hypothesize that:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Learners have a better understanding of the geographical content when a picture is present.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Learners show better comprehension of geographical content when more frequently
switching between media (text, image, map).

2.2. Character-Driven Narrative Supports Learning in Text–Image Combinations

The embodiment principle recognizes the fact that there is deeper learning whenever human or
human-like agents are present in the learning material [23]. Our innate capacity for empathy triggers
emotional involvement with these presences, which in turn leads to a more involved way of processing
content. Learners engage intensely in active cognitive processing when they “try to make sense of what
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the speaker is saying” [23] (p. 346). This heightens interest and supports willingness to learn more
about the content. This effect is induced by a feeling of social presence even from fictional characters.
When such a social presence is felt, “the learner works harder to select, organize, and integrate incoming
information” (ibid). The result is better performance in problem solving transfer tasks. Research from
different fields supports the embodiment theory. According to Nakazawa [15], for example, who has
examined learning with Japanese comics, emotional storytelling and (visual) representations support
the learning process. Using eye-tracking methodology, Kirtley et al. [20] found that important factors
driving the reading process in comics seem to be text and the presence of images of persons: when a
character was present in a panel, more time was spent on it. Laubrock et al. [21] (p. 262) also found
that images of characters “receive more attention than the rest of the panel.” Panels without text and
without characters were more frequently skipped by the readers. Thus, Kirtley et al. [20] (p. 279)
speculate that “verbal text paired with a character may be particularly informative.”

If it is true that an engaging story featuring relatable characters helps learners to understand
facts, then paying attention to the characters driving the story should be a good strategy for taking in
information in geo-comics as well.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Paying more attention to images of the characters driving the story results in a deeper
understanding of the comic’s geographical content.

2.3. Sequence of Perception Influences Cognitive Performance

In learning with text–image combinations, the order in which the learner perceives the different
types of media seems to play a major role. Rothkegel et al. [24] describe the significant effect of the first
fixation on the following scanpath over an image depending on its initial position. Where we look first
in a given display strongly determines where we will look next. This influences the whole chain of how
we move our eyes around the display. Eitel et al. [5] have discussed how students can explain spatial
layouts of objects much better if they are exposed to a picture representing that layout before they read a
text about it. Even when the pictures were shown only for a very short amount of time, test results were
significantly better when the students were handed the text afterwards instead of before the showing
of the picture. Although, in a subsequent article, Eitel et al. [5] relativize these findings somewhat,
they still confirm that there is a significant effect of the sequence in which learners perceive text and
picture. They suggest that the first helps to guide the student through the second. In several studies
examining the process of reading comics, researchers found that text is a major factor determining how
much time readers spend on a panel and influencing the order of panel viewing. Text was also found
to be a predominant entry point for panel views [20]. However, Laubrock et al. [21] (p. 257) somewhat
contradict this claim. They observed that the image part of a panel was visited first, but “only for a
short amount of time”.

In informational material with geographical content, maps are usually used to tie together and
contextualize key aspects by revealing their spatial and other relations in a common terrain. The map
should thus be the guiding medium in many geographical contexts. A thorough understanding of the
comic’s geographical content is expected to be more likely when the map is viewed before anything
else, so that viewers are aware of the big picture before delving into more detailed contemplations.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Using the map as an entry point positively influences geographical understanding of
the comic.

3. Method

3.1. The Sample

We presented a comic with geographical content to 36 German speaking students aged 10–14 years.
We were especially interested in examining the strategies of learning with comics in young learners,
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because there is a great lack of knowledge about this particular age group. Most research is done
with university students, for practical reasons. However, their perception and usage of media
might differ considerably from that of younger learners for reasons of child development and media
socialization. It was a major challenge to find participants in this age range willing to participate in the
time-consuming eye-tracking experiment. The problem was even more complicated by the fact that we
could not conduct several runs of the experiments in parallel, because we only had one eye-tracking
device at our disposal. Our pool of participants was comprised of two different groups. One was an
eighth grade of a German “Realschule”, a type of school that leads its students to vocational training
after the completion of the tenth grade. The other one was a group of participants in a summer science
camp for fifth to sixth graders at the end of their terms, which took place at the University of Cologne.
This resulted in our group of participants attending fifth to eighth grade in various kinds of German
schools, which revealed a probable influence of school type on comic viewing strategies. The age range
of five years allows us to consider whether age has an effect on comic viewing strategies.

In a preceding survey, we assessed the students’ comic affinity and expertise using a visual
language fluency index, namely Cohn’s VLFI [25], in order to consider the effects of comic expertise on
learning outcomes. While it is generally hard to assess a person’s comic expertise, this index is widely
used in comics research (e.g., [21]) and was found to produce satisfying results. We had to adapt
the wording of the questionnaire in minor ways due to the young age of the participants and added
“watching Youtube videos” to the list of preferred activities. This did not influence the calculation
of the VLFI, however. According to this test, which is based on self-evaluation, the group (n = 33)
scored rather low fluency in visual language, with an average of 8.83 points (SD = 5.26). Cohn [25]
classifies a score under nine points as comparably low fluency in visual language. Of all participants,
60.6% scored in the class of low visual language fluency. Only one participant achieved a high score of
25 points, high being defined as more than 22 points. The great distance of 9 points between this score
and the next lower score of 16 points made this rather exceptional. However, since the index relies on
self-assessment, we cannot treat this as an outlier with certainty. It might very well be true that this
one person has higher expertise than all the others. The relatively high standard deviation probably
reflects the group’s heterogeneous interest in comics. While some students are fans of the medium and
regularly consume manga or other comics and even draw fan art themselves, others do not show a
particular interest in comics or they even dislike them.

3.2. The Research Instruments

While viewing the comic, the participants’ eye movement was captured using a SMI RED250
mobile eye-tracking device. It records the eye movement at 250 Hz with a spatial resolution (RMS)
of 0.03◦ (human) and a gaze position accuracy of 0.4◦. Prior to viewing the comic, we calibrated
the eye-tracking device to each participant using five focal points. The participants had to fixate on
the points in the order in which they were shown on the screen. We repeated this procedure until
results were satisfactory, but not more than twice. To ensure validity, we kept all datasets showing
a horizontal or vertical deviation of equal to or less than 1◦. Two datasets had to be removed from
the eye-tracking data analysis due to unsatisfactory calibration. In one case, the participant’s glasses
were probably the reason. This resulted in an average deviation in both directions of 0.48◦. Reliability
of the data records in this sample was high: we registered an average tracking ratio of 96.8 percent.
The eye-tracking device recorded saccade and fixation-based metrics, of which we chose fixation count,
revisits, and dwell time as measures for attention (for a detailed explanation, see Section 3.3.4). We used
statistical analysis mainly in the form of correlations to test for effects of viewing behavior on test
results. For the application of correlational testing, the post-test results were transformed to a ratio
scale using the Rasch model.

Although some researchers report gender differences, we conducted the experiment in compliance
with the general ethical standards, asking parents for permission in the case of minors, which was the
case for all participants. We informed the participants and their parents of potential health risks and
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that they were free to retreat from the eye-tracking experiment and the surveys that we conducted at
any time and without suffering personal disadvantages, which two of the potential participants did.
We ensured the anonymity of the participants by replacing their names with codes. The key to the
codes was held exclusively by the participants, so that they could reuse them on different occasions,
like the pre-test, the eye-tracking experiment, and the post-test.

3.3. Study Design and Procedure

In order to investigate young learners’ viewing strategies of comics in the context of geographical
learning, we conducted an eye-tracking study with a specifically designed geography comic. This comic
features a map in a prominent position at the center of the layout. The comic was designed to
fit a computer screen at a full HD resolution of 1920 × 1080 px. The comic tells the stories of
four stakeholder groups involved in the international rose trade, based on real events. The four
stories are tied together by the map, indicating with anchors and arrows the locations of the
stakeholders and the directions of flow of goods and capital. Forty-six pieces of information on
the rose trade were coded in the comic using text, pictures, and map. It can be downloaded in
original resolution here: https://geodidaktik.uni-koeln.de/sites/geodidaktik/website_daten/eduComic/

Rosenhandel/Rosenhandel_Full-HD-1920x1080-_22in.png.

3.3.1. The Design of the Stimulus

Map-based comics that have been specially designed for young students aged 10–14 years learning
geographical content are extremely rare. In order to examine viewing strategies in young learners
for a comic suitable for the German schools’ curricula for geography education, we had to create our
own comic. We designed the comic to accommodate the research-based hypotheses of the previous
section in the context of geography training (Figure 1). If pictures support the learning process, comics
should be ideal for learning with pictorial content as they are a refined combination of text and image.
Text and image in comics are positioned close to each other, with mutual reference. In our specific case,
the map is also an integral part of the comic, positioned in direct proximity to the text and imagery of
the comic stories (Figure 1). We aimed to enable readers to switch easily between the three elements
of text, image, and map in order to create a thoroughly integrated mental representation. We used
connecting anchor lines, color, and shape for visually connecting comic stories and the map. We colored
the representations of the rose in both the comic and the map in a distinctive red hue and chose an
iconic depiction of it for both the map symbol and the roses appearing in the comic. The map is a very
prominent feature of our geo-comic and ideally readers take it in first. It takes up a large portion of the
central part of the display (Figure 1). The map ties the four different parts of the comic story together
by linking them with the flow of capital and goods between the different locations. It functions as a
guide through the stories, connecting local events to the process of globalization. We tried to avoid
redundancies between text, image, and map to reduce the cognitive workload. This makes it easier to
allocate the source of knowledge presented in the post-test, allowing us to identify more easily whether
a particular piece of information was retrieved from image, text, or map. Place names, for instance,
are only retrievable from the map. Neither image nor text contains specific information on where
the story takes place. We designed map and comic stories to fit on one page so that the integrational
process in the mind is not disrupted by the need to turn the page. This is also appropriate for its use
in the classroom, accommodating a minimal time budget. The content makes the comic suitable for
use in the context of topics like globalization, global disparities, or agriculture in different parts of the
world, all of which are part of the German school curriculum for geography education [26].

In our geo-comic, we focus on the subject area of the international rose trade, discussing
globalization and its aspects of “continuing expansion and intensification of economic, political, social,
(and) cultural ( . . . ) relations across borders” [27] (p. 1). We further follow parts of the definition of
globalization proposed by Christensen and Kowalczyk [27] by showing how globalization “changes
the life styles and living conditions for people around the world, presenting new opportunities to some,

https://geodidaktik.uni-koeln.de/sites/geodidaktik/website_daten/eduComic/Rosenhandel/Rosenhandel_Full-HD-1920x1080-_22in.png
https://geodidaktik.uni-koeln.de/sites/geodidaktik/website_daten/eduComic/Rosenhandel/Rosenhandel_Full-HD-1920x1080-_22in.png
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but risks and threats to others.” In this context, we touch upon global interconnectedness and disparities
typical of globalized industrial agriculture in different parts of the world. With our geo-comic, we show
through examples how “[i]ndividuals, firms, governments [ . . . ], and multinational firms all face
challenges of how to respond to globalization” ([27], p. 1). According to the school curriculum of
North-Rhine-Westphalia, Germany, where the study took place, these topics should be treated in
grades 5–10 [26], corresponding to the 9–16 year old age group.Educ. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 27 
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The comic deals with some of the geographically relevant aspects of globalized production and
trade exemplified by the rose trade. Key locations of this globalized industry are shown, as well as how
they are connected in the process. The story is based on true events surrounding the (formerly) biggest
rose producer, the Karuturi company, as reported on, e.g., by Hortidaily [28]. The comic focuses on the
owners of Khan Roses, the investors from Singapore and Germany, who also represent the consumers
of the roses, and the Kenyan farmers working in the rose fields and providing the farmland to the rose
growing company. Stakeholders’ possible motives, actions, and reactions are displayed. In the comic,
the global player in the rose growing industry is called Khan Roses, which serves the high-class market
of Europe, indicated in the comic by the arrows and rose symbols (see Figure 1). The farming company
receives funding from an investment fund based in Singapore to boost their operational business in
Kenya. The students can follow the flow of goods and capital in a globalized world and comprehend
some of the mechanisms of the international division of labor. The Kenyan farmers whose land the
company seeks to acquire as rose fields react in different ways. On the one hand, they look forward
optimistically to new job opportunities, providing a regular income as an alternative to subsistence
farming. This highlights to the young learners some of the advantages of (industrial) agricultural
development for the poor rural population, although these advantages are qualified in the following
panel, which shows a group of people campaigning for fair wages. This illustrates the often unfair
characteristics of these development processes and how they are based on an unequal distribution of
wealth and power. On the other hand, the farmers fear poor compensation for the loss of their titles to
property and thus of their traditional livelihoods. The topic of land grabbing is problematized in this
part of the story (as treated, for example, in [29]). The comic aims to offer different perspectives on this
controversy to the young learners, through the example of foreign investments in the agricultural sector
in less industrialized countries like Kenya. The geo-comic also looks at a Singaporean investment
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fund which is looking for a chance to get involved in a valuable market, namely the rose business.
The fund invests in Khan Roses and will in turn receive a share of the profits. The fund raises its money
from investors around the globe, including Germany, exemplified in the comic by a young couple
celebrating their financial success—by buying roses. We chose Germany as a location for this part of
the comic, hoping that German young learners, the target group of the comic, would be able to relate to
the characters’ situation and transfer the events to their own experiences of the rose trade. We aimed at
an empathic effect, allowing the readers of the geo-comic to identify their own place in the process.
The couple invests in the fund with prospects of high dividends. This shows that the capital needed
for rose production comes from the financially strong countries. Young learners can identify a causal
relationship between the motives of stakeholders in their own country (rose purchasing and capital
investment) and the situation in Kenya, affecting both local farmers and foreign company owners.

We modeled the rose company in the story on the existing company of Karuturi Global Limited,
which came under financial pressure in 2015 after failing to pay salaries to its Kenyan employees on
time [28]. The story of this company illustrates especially well several relevant aspects of globalization
for geography education. It exemplifies both the global processes that make up globalization and
the effects of it, following the definition of Christensen and Kowalczyk [27]. It illustrates the flow of
goods and capital across different locations around the globe, and the globalized distribution of tasks.
At the same time, this case relates the effects of these seemingly abstract processes to the livelihoods of
real people, represented by the individual stakeholders. As a real case study, it provides authentic
information about what globalization might mean to those affected by it. Facing the shutdown of their
Kenyan operations, Karuturi found financial aid in the Phoenix Investment Fund based in Dubai [30].
We placed the headquarters of the fund in Singapore for a better display of circular flow patterns of
goods and capital in a globalized world. The only fraction of the story for which we do not have
any record is the German couple buying shares in the investment fund. To celebrate their financial
prospects, they buy a rose and thus represent both the consumer side of the rose business and the
financial profiteers. Our comic tells a story that is driven by human characters. We tell a story of
globalization from the perspectives of the persons who shape it and are affected by it. Understanding
a geographical phenomenon means understanding it from different perspectives. In dealing with the
meaning of geographical phenomena, we can never make a positivistic statement saying something
is like this; rather, we have to state that it appears like this from a certain viewpoint. Changing the
viewpoint might make the same phenomenon appear completely different. Therefore, in order to
engage in serious discourse about topics like climate change, tourism, or globalization in the geography
classroom, students need to be aware of the pluralism of perspectives (see [31]). We designed the
geo-comic to cater to this need in the hope that comics might be especially suitable for this kind
of learning.

The comic conveys the geographical information purely in the narrative form. We completely
avoided explanatory texts in order not to break the perspective of the stakeholders. According to the
theories outlined above, immersive storytelling focusing on characters enhances the understanding of
content (see Section 2.2). Consequently, our geo-comic is not an illustrative anecdote that is supposed to
keep bored students interested by presenting “something new”. It is intended to establish geographical
knowledge in learners by using a narrative rich in arguments and by applying the theoretical
aspects of the topic to a specific case, thus following ideas expressed, e.g., by Rhode-Jüchtern [31].
Accordingly, we use narration in this context to induce a coherent understanding of the geographical
phenomenon of globalization. In Rhode-Jüchtern’s sense, stories can explain spatial patterns from
a subjective viewpoint, which is necessary to understand the meaning of human actions in space.
In German geography education, students should be confronted with multiple perspectives. This is a
central concept of teaching geography, as demanded in the national standards for geography education,
(for US and Germany see [32,33]). Young learners discover the different interests of stakeholders and
discuss advantages and disadvantages from these viewpoints. They practice understanding spatial
conflicts by learning about differing perspectives [32,33]. Through stories, we look at a phenomenon
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from a distinct perspective. This subjectivity helps learners to realize that a geographical issue can
be evaluated differently depending on the viewpoint of the stakeholder (examples for geography
education can be found in [31]. In our story, the characters representing the stakeholders act according
to certain motives and clearly display human emotions in reaction to the plot. The characters’ speech
often refers to features of the landscape shown in the pictorial part of the panel. Their gestures or
facial expressions point to these pictorial parts, connecting them with the text and with the characters’
emotions. Learners can reflect on the story and assume new perspectives. This is especially important
in teaching geography, where we commonly deal with phenomena that appear very differently when
viewed from different stances. In order for learners to assess a situation and form their own opinion
of it, their views have to be open to more than one perspective (for an example, see [31]. In our
example, globalization is the key to success for some people involved in the rose trade, whereas it
poses a threat to others. It is very important to explicitly express these different perspectives and
make them accessible to the learners, since perspectives on the individual stakeholders reveal their
motivations and goals. In geographical contexts, this means that we need to understand the different
perspectives on geographical conditions first, in order to understand how these conditions affect the
agents in the process. The characters representing the stakeholders in our comic stories act according
to certain motives and clearly display human emotions in reaction to the plot. This will enable the
learners to weigh and evaluate the validity of arguments, giving meaning to geographical processes
and phenomena (see, e.g., [31]).

3.3.2. Preparing the Stimulus for Eye-Tracking

For the statistical analysis of eye movement, we identified specific areas of interest (AOIs) in
the geo-comic (Figure 2). An area of interest can be any element of a visual display. AOIs were
established for each part of the comic containing relevant information. We marked speech bubbles,
depictions of faces, persons, landscapes, and the map, including elements such as symbols, place
names, and arrowheads. AOIs help to quantify aspects of eye movement. The eye-tracking software
calculates its metrics for a particular area, e.g., the number of fixations in this particular area, or the
time spent on the area, etc. Using different AOIs to mark areas that are occupied by text, picture,
or map, we could identify viewing strategies in terms of eye-tracking metrics. We could analyze how
intensely the viewers of our comic utilize the different components of the visual ensemble. This allows
us to make assumptions about the distribution of attention paid to the components. In order to assess
media integration (Hypothesis 2), we used the count of transitions between AOIs of differing media
types, aggregating the values for all AOIs covering either text, or image, or map elements of the
geo-comic. Testing the importance of depictions of human characters (Hypothesis 3), we had to analyze
the metrics for all AOIs covering the faces, bodies, and body parts of the characters appearing in the
geo-comic. For assessing the relevance of sequence (Hypothesis 4), we had to cover all possible entry
points into the geo-comic in order to identify the first one entered by the participants. Since many
of the 44 pieces of information were coded in more than one medium (text, image, map), 95 AOIs
were established over the corresponding elements. At the beginning, we used different AOIs within
the map, marking symbols, text, arrowheads, etc., separately, but this dissection turned out to be too
detailed for meaningful analysis. Therefore, to scrutinize map viewing behavior, we effectively only
used one AOI covering the whole map. All other AOIs covering parts of the map had to be ignored.

3.3.3. Pre-Test

To test for previous content knowledge on the topic dealt with in our geo-comic, the participants
had to answer three questions in writing. The questions concerned the locations of sales of roses,
the stakeholders in the globalized process, and possible advantages or disadvantages of the international
rose trade. None of the participants displayed any knowledge of the topic prior to being exposed to
the comic. Hence, any knowledge that the participants displayed in the post-test they retrieved solely
from the geo-comic.
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3.3.4. Experiment

After the pre-test, the instructor asked our participants to view the geo-comic. There were no
further instructions, so the participants could freely explore the display. The stimulus was the sole
guiding feature of the gaze. It was displayed on a full HD computer screen that exactly fitted its pixel
dimensions in full screen viewing mode. The participants were given four minutes to take in the comic,
but this amount of time was never completely used by any of the participants.

3.3.5. Post-Test

After the participants had looked at the comic, they were asked six questions to test their
comprehension and memorization of the content. In the first question, they were asked what the comic
was about. Questions two and three concerned the key locations of the rose trade, where roses were
produced and where they were sold. These questions targeted the participants’ spatial orientation
and understanding of spatial patterns in globalization processes. Questions four and five targeted the
stakeholders, asking who profited (five) and who did not profit (four) from the rose trade. With these
questions, we wanted to find out whether the learners recognized the different perspectives of the
stakeholders. The students were allowed to answer orally from memory. They could not see the
geo-comic while answering the questions. The oral reports were recorded and transcribed for analysis
of comprehension. Only one participant preferred to write answers down. The participants’ cognitive
performance was assessed by analyzing the transcribed oral reports. We compared the information in
the reports with the amount of information on the rose trade that could possibly be retrieved from the
comic. On a nominal scale, the participants could earn one point for each correct piece of information
mentioned anywhere in their report. If a participant mentioned, for example, the location of the rose
fields as described in the comic, they would earn one point. If they mentioned the role of a stakeholder
in the story, they would earn another point. In this way, a total of 44 points could be scored, based on
the 44 pieces of information encoded in the comic.

To retrieve all information from the comic, the participants would have to perform various tasks.
They were to identify the topic of the comic as well as the locations connected with the rose trade and
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production. They were to use this information to describe models of globalization and disparities,
e.g., by differentiating between industrialized and less industrialized countries. They were to point
out the stakeholders, as displayed in the geo-comic, and indicate the role they played in the process
of the rose trade and production. They were also to evaluate the effects of the globalized rose trade
and production on the different stakeholders. We did not include any reflection on the comic from a
meta-perspective in the performance measurement, because there is no right or wrong answer when
asking about a subjective impression, e.g., whether the comic seemed realistic or not.

3.4. Data Analysis

In the following, we will describe the processing of the raw data from the post-test scores and the
data produced by the eye-tracking device for further analysis.

3.4.1. Descriptive Statistics

In the first step, we analyzed the descriptive statistics of the data to describe the sample and find
general patterns in the eye movements of the participants. The mean value of fixation counts, dwell
time in milliseconds, and revisits were the measures used to see whether one of the modal categories
of text, image, images of persons, or the map received more attention than the others. We also wanted
to see whether there were phenomena that were generally similar across the participants or whether
their viewing strategies and distribution of attention were rather heterogeneous and informed by
individual qualities.

3.4.2. Processing the Comprehension Test Results Using Rasch Analysis

The test results were transformed to a ratio scale using the Rasch model as implemented in the
Winsteps software. Each participant’s performance was thus scaled in a way that made it suitable
for comparison. The resulting values (logits) were used for further analysis. The Rasch analysis
was important for this study because the scores on the nominal scale did not take into consideration
the difficulty of retrieving them. Some of the pieces of information were obviously much harder
to understand and memorize for the participants than others and thus should be valued higher.
Through Rasch analysis, these answers received a higher weight in the overall test results. Using ratio
scale values allows for robust correlational testing. The Rasch model also allows us to rank the
pieces of information according to the difficulty of retrieving them (within the group of participants).
After Rasch analysis, each item received a ranked value on a ratio scale for better comparison.

Both item difficulty and participants’ performance ranking show a very good fitting of the Rasch
model, with values for the infit MNSQ (inlier-sensitive mean square) between 0.58 and 1.4 for item
difficulty and 0.77 and 1.32 for performance ranking. Generally speaking, values ranging between 0.5
and 1.5 suggest that there are no outliers. However, it might be argued that two items that were not
mentioned by any participant are not on the same variable as the others. We left them in the model
despite this, because we believe that they could have been found in principle.

3.4.3. Analyzing the Meaning of Pictures for Comprehension

In order to find out whether pictures support comprehension as hypothesized above, we correlated
the presence of pictures with item difficulty, as indicated by the Rasch model. If any given
information was partly or wholly encoded in pictorial form, a value of one was assigned to this item.
Otherwise, it would be zero. This includes items that were encoded in multiple ways, such as text and
pictures. Pictures were defined as recognizable images of persons, body parts, objects, or landscapes.
No part of the map or the text elements fell into this category of media encoding. Then, we used this
biserial variable to test for correlations with item difficulty. A strong negative correlation would mean
that the presence of a picture positively influences the solvability of a test item.
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3.4.4. Processing the Eye-Tracking Data

We processed the eye-tracking data for a visual and statistical evaluation.

Visual Analysis

In the first step, we conducted a brief visual analysis of the eye-tracking data through heat
maps reflecting the eye movements of the participants. This gave us an overview of existing viewing
strategies and the distribution of the participants’ attention. The quickest way to explore eye-tracking
data is heat maps showing the number of fixations at specific locations in a color code (Figure 3).
They “provide a depiction of gaze by combining fixations from multiple viewers”. A drawback is that
they sacrifice “temporal order information” [6] (p. 170). Heat maps, however, do provide a “form of
sanity check” [6] (p. 181): we can quickly obtain an overview of whether our collected data make sense.
This allows us to draw conclusions about the importance of the elements constituting the geo-comic
(text, picture, and map). Our first approach was to find out whether there were visually detectable
patterns in viewing behavior. Our goal was to see whether differences in these patterns existed between
the most successful and least successful participants. Heat maps were generated for the top performers,
who scored in the upper third of all scores, and for the bottom performers, with scores in the lower
third, to generate contrasting groups (Figure 3). Creating high contrast performance groups can reveal
differences in behavior. In this way, we could isolate behaviors that were likely to have an influence on
the post-test results, e.g., whether high performers looked at different parts of the geo-comic than did
the weaker performers.
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Statistical Analysis

The eye-tracking device records numerous metrics. However, a “serious challenge for eye-tracking
researchers is to find the sometimes-missing link between eye-fixation measures and learning outcome
(or cognitive performance) measures” [7] (p. 170). For this study, we selected those metrics that tell us
the most about how attention was distributed over the time and space of the stimulus, our geo-comic.
These metrics were the fixation count, dwell time in milliseconds, and number of revisits to each AOI.
All three variables allow us to make assertions about how participants distributed their visual attention
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on the geo-comic, but from differing angles. Using a multitude of metrics for additional confirmation
is especially important in a very complex stimulus design such as our geo-comic, where one signal
can easily be lost in statistical noise. These values were then tested for normalcy and correlated to the
participants’ performance in the post-test. We also used the number of transitions between AOIs to
assess the extent to which viewing strategies integrated information gathered from different sources
like text, picture, and map (see Section 2.1). Additionally, we used the AOIs to examine the sequence
in which they were visited, in order to identify the participants who looked at the map before looking
anywhere else.

(1) Number of transitions

The number of transitions tells us how often the participants shifted between different AOIs and
thus revealed their “attentional switching”, as Hyönä [34] (p. 174) calls it, providing an insight into
“the degree of interplay” between information media. The AOIs of our stimulus were categorized
into text, picture, and map so we could count the transitions in both directions between text and
picture, picture and map, and map and text. Using these metrics, we wanted to find out whether a
strong mental connection between text, picture, and map was crucial for successful learning with the
geo-comic. The success of learning is indicated by the results of the post-tests (Section 4.2). Transitions
show the degree of integration a participant uses for understanding complex displays (see Section 2.1).
The more transitions there are in the viewing pattern of participants, the more likely it is that they have
established a connection between the elements of text, image, and map and thus have a synthesized
apprehension of the geo-comic.

(2) Fixation count

Fixations are moments when the eyes of the participant rest on a small area of the visual display
(see [6]). They are almost points on which the eyes of the participants focus their vision. This area of
the display is brought into the focal zone of the eye, the fovea, and “naturally correspond[s] to the
desire to maintain one’s gaze on an object of interest” [6] (p. 45). During this time, we can assume that
the viewer is taking in information found in a particular area. Fixations are thus a measure of visual
attention. They are the sort of eye movements which “best indicate the locations of viewers’ (overt)
visual attention” [6] (p. 141). Accordingly, the fixation count measures how many fixations were used
to explore an AOI or, in other words, how much attention a participant paid to this AOI. Using this
metric, we can find out how much attention was paid, e.g., to the characters in our comic. The more the
participants focus on the faces and body parts of the characters, the higher the likelihood that they have
taken in graphical information about the condition of the protagonists. This is important in relation to
Hypothesis 3 (Section 2.2), stating that characters appearing in the narrative promotes deep learning.

(3) Dwell time

The dwell time metric is closely related to the fixation count but provides another angle from
which to measure attention. According to Hyönä [34] (p. 174), it is “a useful measure, as it indicates
how learners allocate their visual attention during the entire learning trial.” Fixations are usually
rather short and can vary in length from around 60 milliseconds up to around 500 or 600 milliseconds,
depending, for instance, on whether we look at picture or text. Generally, increased fixation duration
is associated with increased cognitive function [6] and can be linked to mental activities of image
search [6] (p. 289), task difficulty (ibid.), or text difficulty (ibid.). Moreover, objects which are perceived
as “semantically informative [ . . . ] draw longer second pass and total fixation durations” (ibid. p. 260).
Dwell time is the metric summing up time spans of all fixations and the time spent during the eye
movement between the fixations (saccades) within a particular AOI. Therefore, dwell time measures
how much time a participant spends looking at a particular AOI in milliseconds, another indicator of
attention or engagement with the information found in the area of the stimulus. Again, we used this
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metric to assess, from another angle, whether attention paid to characters influences comprehension of
geographical phenomena as indicated by post-test results. Especially in complex displays like our
geo-comic, the brain of the onlooker takes a while to process the information presented. If participants
do not take their time looking at the map or picture, they are not likely to understand it. Correlating
dwell time with post-test results reveals whether the more time participants spend on an element—say,
the map or a character—the more likely they are to understand what they are looking at.

(4) Number of revisits

The number of revisits is a count of how many times a participant came back to a particular AOI
after having seen it for the first time. Usually, people come back to a piece of visual information to
reconsider it in the context of something else they have seen afterwards. A random revisit is not very
likely, because if a participant deems a certain AOI unimportant, they will not make the effort to come
back to it. This would mean that when participants revisit images of persons in the geo-comic more
often, the probability is higher that they associate some salience with the characters. Does this strategy
influence the post-test results in the way stated in Hypothesis 3 (Section 2.2)?

(5) Sequence of AOIs

The last metric used in this study is the order in which AOIs were visited. In particular,
those participants were identified who visited the map before any other AOI. Since the map reveals the
relationships between the stakeholders in our geo-comic, we wanted to see whether looking at the
AOIs in a certain order influences the participants’ understanding of the geo-comic.

3.5. Methodological Reflection

However conclusive eye-tracking data may be, eye-tracking is not mind reading. It is one thing to
observe how long a participant looked at a particular part of the stimulus and another to know why
they did so. Hyönä [34] (p. 172) confirms this for multimedia learning and states that “eye-tracking can
reveal important insights into the ongoing learning process”, especially by revealing what the learners
perceived as relevant in a display. Mayer [3] (p. 169) concludes that eye-tracking is a successful tool for
“testing hypotheses about perceptual processing during [ . . . ] learning and thinking with graphics.”
However, eye-tracking does not tell us anything about the “success or failure of comprehending
the relevant piece of information” [34] (p. 173) and thus needs to be “complemented with other
performance measures, such as retrospective comprehension tests”. To this end, we conducted our
post-test with fairly open questions. By “tapping into the end product of learning” in this way,
“the researcher is in a position to tease apart, for example, the extent to which a learning failure is a
result of inadequate intake and encoding of relevant features of the learning material” [34] (p. 176).
Mayer [3] (p. 170) somewhat qualifies this statement by saying “[d]etermining how to assess what
someone knows remains a central challenge of instructional research.” In this study, we paid careful
attention to evaluating the post-test results. Applying the Rasch method, we believe, helped immensely
in getting closer to a fair judgement of the participants’ cognitive performance.

Test results are hardly ever purely objective, even when using numerical scales. Most of the
time, we only retrieve grading on a nominal scale. It is impossible to compare test results without
knowing the item difficulty. Apparently, high performance candidates also solved the hardest test
items, whereas this was not necessarily the case for the candidates who solved only a few test items.
The test scores on our nominal scale do not tell us exactly how much harder it was to find one piece
of information in the geo-comic than another. Rasch analysis, however, transforms the test results
from a nominal scale to a fully-fledged ratio scale, placing the participants’ cognitive performance
at the correct distance from each other in terms of difficulty. We can now discern how much harder
it was for our participants to determine the location or the stakeholders involved in a scene in the
geo-comic. The assumption behind the Rasch model is that the more students have solved a certain
task, the likelier it is that it is less difficult. Thus, we can assess not only participants’ performance
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using Rasch analysis but also item difficulty on a ratio scale. This allows for a much more accurate
assessment of performance, and since we have values on a ratio scale, we can use them for robust
statistical operations such as correlations between map viewing behavior and successful learning.
See Section 4.1 for an overview of the data used in relation to our various hypotheses.

Regarding the analysis of picture comprehension, one might hope that eye-tracking data will
successfully reveal viewing strategies. However, this assumption is not self-evident. Duchowski [6]
(pp. 258–259) discusses the usefulness of eye-tracking analyses in scene viewing strategies. He reports
that “no apparent strategies for scene viewing have been easily discerned”, in contrast, for example,
to reading strategies. While, for processing details in images, many fixations are needed, viewers can
develop a general understanding of the scene with only two fixations. Duchowski points out that
researchers advocate the view that “the gist of a scene is abstracted on the first few fixations” (ibid.).
In the specific context of our geo-comic, this means that we cannot expect to retrieve enough data for
analysis of picture comprehension, especially since there is a lot of other information competing for
visual attention, such as the map and the text elements. There is also yet another caveat to be considered.
Observers can absorb pictorial information even outside of the eyes’ focal point, the fovea, requiring far
fewer fixations to understand a scene as compared to text. Thus, if text is located close to an image that
it refers to, like in the speech bubbles in our geo-comic, referring, for example, to an environment or a
character, this would affect the number of fixations or time spent on the image part of a panel. Only if
an object which is perceived in peripheral vision appears to be of high relevance to an observer do they
usually fixate on these objects by moving them to foveal sight [6]. Duchowski (ibid. p. 259) concludes
that eye movement is important in understanding how “information in the visual environment is
dynamically acquired and represented.” However, concerning our geo-comic, with its highly complex
and competitive display, we have to turn to additional data and methodology to achieve a more
complete understanding than would be possible with eye-tracking technology alone. Rasch-modeled
post-test results are an indispensable complement.

4. Identifying Successful Strategies of Viewing a Geo-Comic: Results of the Analysis

4.1. Overview

The heat map in Figure 3 represents the distributions of fixations aggregated over all participants.
Not surprisingly, the text in the speech bubbles received the most fixations (indicated by the red color),
whereas the rest of the comic does not seem to have raised a lot of interest in terms of visual attention.
This conclusion will be qualified in our analysis. Of the imagery part of the geo-comic, the map seems
to have received the most attention. Slightly blue shades indicate that of all non-textual features apart
from the map, faces seem to have attracted the most visual attention. At first sight, the heat map thus
seems to confirm parts of the established theory. As discussed above, text requires a lot more time
and fixations in order to decipher it than pictures. Within the imagery, human characters attract the
onlookers’ gaze comparably strongly. However, we can also see an interesting phenomenon that is
relevant for geography education: the map apparently plays a special role in terms of viewing behavior,
which clearly distinguishes it from both pictures and text.

The comparison between high and low performing learners (Figures 4 and 5) reveals another
striking feature. The map received much more attention in the group who achieved the best results
in the post-test measuring the acquisition of knowledge. Looking at the map apparently improved
post-test results, which signifies a higher degree of general comprehension of the geo-comic’s content.
Although we cannot establish a causal relationship purely based on these data, paying attention to
the map seems to support the understanding of geographical relationships. Sections 4.4–4.6 will shed
more light on the relationships between successful learning and certain viewing strategies, which are
not as easily discernible by visual analysis.
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Figure 5. Heat map showing the viewing behavior of the weakest performers. Weaker performers
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The first impressions given by the heat map are confirmed by the descriptive statistics. Table 1
shows the mean values for fixation count, dwell time in seconds, and revisits. It is evident that text
receives the highest values by far in all metrics. This was expected (see Section 2), because more
fixations and time are needed to decipher text, whereas images can be processed with less effort
and even with peripheral sight. The conclusion that pictures, pictures of persons, and the map
were less important in the learning process than text, however, is not valid, as will be shown below.
The descriptive statistics allow yet another finding that was not visible in the heat map. It is very
striking that the standard deviation is very high in all metrics. This shows that viewing behavior
differed considerably among the participants. In Sections 4.4–4.6 we will see how this relates to the
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post-test results. First, however, we will take a look at the post-test results in detail and consider some
demographic variables in relation to them.

Table 1. Mean values for some eye-tracking metrics over selected comic elements (standard deviation
in brackets).

Element Fixation Count Dwell Time in Seconds Revisits

Text 127.79 (77.23) 83.72 (57.50) 43.06 (42.58)
Picture 68.79 (38.65) 27.71 (15.14) 34.38 (27.69)

Characters 32.29 (19.03) 11.65 (6.81) 17.50 (13.99)
Map 40.79 (53.55) 15.63 (21.96) 9.47 (11.40)

The participants’ test scores on the Rasch scale (logits), visual language fluency index (VLFI),
and most eye-tracking metrics were normally distributed. For correlational testing, Pearson’s r was
used in all cases except where normal distribution could not be detected. In this case, we used Kendall’s
tau or Spearman’s rho. These cases are indicated in this paper. An alpha level of p < 0.05 was applied
to all two-tailed and one-tailed tests.

4.2. Post-Test Results

The average score in the comprehension test was 10.14 (S = 7.26), with a possible high score of
44 points. Of the 44 pieces of information available from the geo-comic, 42 were reproduced at least
once by the group of participants in their oral reports. This shows that it was, in principle, possible for
the students to find virtually all the pieces of information encoded in the comic. Only two items were
not identified by any of the participants. They did not identify India as an emerging economy and
Germany as an industrialized country, probably because of a lack of general knowledge. After the
transformation of the post-test results to the Rasch model (logits), we found them to be normally
distributed. The ranking of item difficulty in Table 2, produced by the Rasch model, shows that the
hardest items mostly concerned locations rather than stakeholders (four out of six). The easiest items
mostly concerned stakeholders (also four out of six). Out of the highest possible score of 44 in the
post-test on the international rose trade, the best participant scored 28 points (63.64 percent); the lowest
of any of the participants’ scores was zero points. We discuss possible reasons and explanations for
these learning outcomes in detail in Section 5.

Table 2. The 6 most difficult and easiest post-test items according to rasch scaling. The easiest item is
located at the bottom of the table. Items which are related to stakeholders are shaded in green; All other
items are shaded in light blue.

Rasch
Score

Comic
Comprehension
Students Identify . . .

Learning Objectives Students Correctly
. . .

Picture Present
in the Comic?

The six most difficult items from the post-test

3.77
. . . Singapore as an
industrialized
country.

. . . apply information about globalization
given in the comic to a location. No

3.77 . . . India as an
emerging economy.

. . . apply information about globalization
given in the comic to a location. No

2.55
. . . India as location
of rose company’s
headquarters

. . . apply information about globalization
given in the comic to a location. No
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Table 2. Cont.

Rasch
Score

Comic
Comprehension
Students Identify . . .

Learning Objectives Students Correctly
. . .

Picture Present
in the Comic?

2.55
. . . that workers on
the rose farm suffer
health risks.

. . . evaluate the effect of the rose trade on
stakeholders. No

1.77 . . . Singapore as a
financial market place.

. . . apply information from comic about
globalization to location. No

1.29 . . . German couple as
shareholders. . . . identify role of stakeholders. No

The six least difficult items from the post-test

−1.14
. . . globalization as

part of the topic of the
comic.

. . . identify the topic of the comic. yes

−1.14 . . . agent as Ms Khan. . . . identify stakeholders. yes

−1.14 . . . agent as father. . . . identify stakeholders. yes

−1.62 . . . [(subsistence)
farmers] do not profit.

. . . evaluate effect of the rose trade on
stakeholders. yes

−1.77
. . . [Ms Khan/the rose
company] profit from
the rose trade.

. . . evaluate effect of the rose trade on
stakeholders. yes

−2.1
. . . rose trade as part
of the topic of the
comic.

. . . identify the topic of the comic. yes

4.3. Effects of Some of the Demographic Variables

4.3.1. Effects on Post-Test Results

First, we tested for correlations between the test scores and some of the demographic variables to
find out whether age, gender, grade, or comic expertise had any influence on performance in the test.
No significant influences could be detected. Although some researchers report gender differences in
the perception of visual stimuli in some contexts (for instance, [35]), we could not detect a significant
effect of gender on the post-test results among our sample group (rpb((33) = 0.237, p = 0.176). The lack
of influence of these demographic variables on the post-test results strongly supports the testing of the
hypotheses described in the following sections. Most notably, comic expertise did not influence the
understanding of the geo-comic presented to the participants in this study. It apparently requires no
special training or strong habits to be able to decode information given in the comic form, even in a
very complex display such as the comic used in this study. Even the participant with by far the highest
score of 25 in comic expertise was ranked only eighth in the post-test. Although comic expertise
(VLFI) decreases with age (r(32) = −0.400 p = 0.021)—which might be an indicator of less interest in
comics with higher age—age as such does not influence cognitive performance in understanding or
memorizing the comic among the 10 to 14 year olds. This is another indicator that comic expertise did
not have an effect on learning with our geo-comic.

4.3.2. Effects on Viewing Strategies

Correlation tests using the demographic variables age, grade, VLFI, and gender did not show
any effects on 47 eye-tracking metrics, including media transitions, fixation count, revisits, and most
of the dwell time metrics. This means we can generally rule out any influence that these variables
have on viewing strategies in the case of our geo-comic. Exceptions are correlations between age
and the total dwell time over all AOIs in the geo-comic (r (33) = 0.347 p = 0.044), the overall dwell
time on the stories (r (33) = 0.362 p = 0.035), and the dwell time on pictures (r (33) = 0.339 p = 0.05),
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using Pearson’s r in a two-tailed test with a 5% level of significance. Apparently, age has a moderately
positive effect on how long something is viewed for, especially imagery. We observed a similar effect
in the average fixation duration on the map (r (33) = 0.365 p = 0.034), which also increases with age.
However, none of these effects make their mark on the post-test results. Post-test results are not related
to age (see Section 4.3.1).

4.4. Integrated Media Processing

4.4.1. Effect of Pictures on Learning

The eye-tracking data did not reveal any viewing strategies concerning the participants’ use of
pictures for content comprehension. We could not find any significant correlation between attention
paid to pictures and post-test performance in terms of fixation count, dwell time, or revisits. To find out
how significant pictures are for an understanding of the comic’s content, we correlated the item difficulty
as ranked by the Rasch model with the presence of an image conveying the relevant information
(Table 2). There was a strong negative correlation between item difficulty and the presence of a picture
in a point biserial correlation: rpb (32) = −0.518 p < 0.001. In terms of effect size, this means that
almost 27 percent of item difficulty is determined by the absence or presence of a picture. In contrast,
explanatory text only accounted for roughly eleven percent of item difficulty, as indicated by a moderate
effect between the presence of text and item difficulty: r (32) = −0.336 p = 0.026. Items which could be
answered with the help of the map and item difficulty did not show any significant correlation at all:
r (32) = −0.091 p = 0.555. This shows that information in pictorial form is easier to retrieve than in any
other form. Pictures help with the understanding and memorizing of content in a very effective way.

This evidence supports our hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Learners have a better understanding of the geographical content when a picture is present.

4.4.2. Transitions between Map, Text, and Picture

A geo-comic is an ensemble of many different kinds of modes in which information is presented,
mainly map, picture, and text. We expected that switching attention more often between media types
within the comic improves post-test performance. Counting the transitions between the modes of map,
text, and picture, we can observe a moderate effect between test performance and the participants’
switching behavior between the map and the other modes in a one-tailed test. Students who switched
more often between the map and the pictures were likely to score more highly in the post-test than
those who did not: r (32) = 0.344 p = 0.023. The same is true of switching between map and text:
r (32) = 0.357 p = 0.019. Our statistical analysis implies that an integrated viewing strategy of all types
of media is related to content memorization and understanding. We can generally say that the more
learners make use of all the different media types, the better they score in the comprehension test.
However, switching between the map and other media is more effective for better scores in the post-test
than switching between picture and text.

This evidence supports our hypothesis:

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Learners show better comprehension of geographical content when more frequently
switching between media (text, picture, map).

4.5. The Role of Human Characters in Learning with a Geo-Comic

For the analysis of attention paid to characters, we used the eye-tracking parameters of fixation
count, revisits, and dwell time. We found moderate but highly significant effects of the number of
revisits to representations of characters on overall test performance. Since revisits were not normally
distributed over all the participants, we used Spearman’s ρ for the correlation: students who revisited
imagery of human characters more frequently were more likely to achieve better results in the
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post-test, especially concerning stakeholder-related information. Making statements about the roles
or motivations of stakeholders while assessing their situations in the post-test correlates clearly with
revisiting imagery of characters in the geo-comic: rρ (32) = 0.379 p = 0.014. This has an effect even on
overall test performance in a slightly less pronounced way: rρ (32) = 0.315 p = 0.035. Similar effects
were observed for fixation count and dwell time. Here, Pearson’s r also shows moderate effects. Paying
attention to human characters correlates positively with post-test performance: r (32) = 0.314, p = 0.035
(fixation count) and r (32) = 0.302, p = 0.042 (dwell time). These results imply that the more aware
learners were of the characters, the higher their scores were in the post-test results.

Our evidence thus supports our hypothesis:

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Paying more attention to images of the characters driving the story results in a deeper
understanding of the comic’s geographical content.

This is emphasized by the results shown in Table 2. Four of the six easiest items were character-
related, whereas four of the six hardest items were not. In the comic, character-related items were more
easily understood than non-character-related items. This shows the one-tailed negative point biserial
correlation between Rasch scaled item difficulty and whether these items were related to characters in
the comic or not (rpb (32) = −0.316 p = 0.018). Here, characters account for roughly 10 percent of item
difficulty in terms of effect size.

4.6. The Map

For this comic, heat maps visualizing the viewing behavior of the participants show that the
top performers spent much more time viewing the map than the weak performers (Figures 2 and 3).
The map seems to play a central role in understanding the geographical content. The statistical analysis
in this study confirms this first impression. Attention given to the map evidently correlates with
cognitive performance in the post-test, as revealed by fixation count (r (32) = 0.37, p = 0.030) and dwell
time (r (32) = 0.36, p = 0.037). Paying more attention to the map is linked with better performance
in the post-test, but the map plays an important role in another context as well. For our hypothesis,
the analysis reveals that there is a definite correlation between test performance and whether the map
was viewed first or not: rpb (32) = 0.46, p = 0.006. Students who looked at the map before consulting
any other part of the comic scored significantly higher in the post-test. The map was the most popular
entry point; there were seven participants who looked at it first.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Using the map as an entry point positively influences geographical understanding of
the comic.

5. Discussion

The geo-comic used in this study was designed to offer a lot of information and ways of retrieving
it. There was no predetermined reading order, fairly complex relations, and some abstract concepts
which played an important role in the geo-comic. We chose this design to enable free exploration of a
complex display and to provoke different ways of viewing the comic. We wanted to produce a setting
for an unbiased visual examination of the geo-comic, telling us more about how the comic works rather
than finding out how students solve a task. The goal here was to find out which viewing strategies
were the most successful. Identifying successful strategies allows us to draw conclusions for the design
of further geo-comics and recommendations for learning with them. Our geo-comic is arguably a
highly demanding learning material for the relatively young age group, due to the complexity of
design and content. However, other reasons exist for the low scores of the participants in the post-test.
Probably most important is the very open invitation to view the comic without further instructions,
not providing any guiding criteria to the participants. For reasons of transparency, they knew that
they would be asked questions afterwards, but not what the questions would be. The comic was
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not embedded in an educational framework or lesson sequence, and no prior knowledge could have
guided their gaze. In fact, in the oral reports in the post-test, many participants remarked that a more
structured design of the geo-comic would have helped them to take it in. They suggested, for instance,
numbering the stories according to reading order. We purposely did not provide a reading order,
however, since we wanted to test non-linearity in our geo-comic, which is essentially a map/comic
combination. Non-linearity, however, seems to cause a degree of unease or even irritation. It is a
fairly uncommon way of telling a story, not feasible for either text or film. It might require some
habituation or even practice. Still, we can state that compared to the pre-test, the results of the post-test
demonstrate that almost all participants profited from the geo-comic and extended their knowledge,
although to differing degrees. Guiding the participants by giving them a task or offering focal questions
beforehand would probably have helped those participants who did not perform very strongly, but it
would have distorted the results. If we had done this, their intuitive strategies would have been spoiled
and we would not have been able to see how the comic worked by discriminating in such a profound
way between the more successful and less successful strategies. In the post-test, the participants
remembered what was salient within the comic and what was needed for them to make sense of the
story. From this point of view, the performance of our participants was not particularly weak but
rather revealed their highly individual strategies while dealing freely in an unbiased way with complex
multimedia learning material. It showed us what worked in the comic and how it worked. From this,
we can conclude what kind of guidance is needed to make the most of learning with geo-comics.
When using a comic in the geography classroom, we strongly recommend providing such structured
guidance in order to fully exploit the comic’s advantages.

We will discuss the results of this study in detail in the following sections before drawing a
final conclusion.

5.1. Integrated Processing

5.1.1. Effects of Pictures for Learning Geographical Content

The strong negative correlation of item difficulty with the presence of pictures suggests that in
geography education comics should not be treated as merely funny introductions to complex topics
but should be used as carriers of relevant information. Pictures embedded in a story and illustrating
an integrated meaning of map and text make information very accessible. This is quite convenient for
geography as a visual discipline, as described, e.g., by Sui and Schlottmann [16,17]. Our geo-comic
is an example of how geographical imagery of landscapes like farms, rose plantations, or cities is
naturally embedded in a story using the comic form. In comics, we can meld together geographically
well-informed imagery with explanatory text and maps to create a meaningful whole, “pictures
anchored by words. Relaying meaning back and forth across boundaries”, as Sousanis [2] (p. 53) puts
it Our geo-comic and comics in general offer a fantastic opportunity to put into practice the spatial
contingency principle of Schnotz [16] and Mayer [15], which is also discussed in the next section.
This states that text and image must be situated close together in order to reduce the workload of
short-term memory. We have found that visual attention to pictures, as measured by the eye-tracking
device, does not correlate with cognitive performance. This probably means that, in our geo-comic,
pictures were usually processed in peripheral view. In order to profit from a picture, a learner must be
able to grasp the gist of it right away. Thus, pictures used in a geo-comic should be clearly discernible,
so that learners can quickly take in their informational content, even if they do not take time to
scrutinize them in detail. Pictures in educational comics should aim to avoid the frustration of giving a
confusing first impression. This is an advantage of a well-drawn comic compared to photographs or
film. Drawings tend to reduce the shapes and forms of objects to their essentials.
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5.1.2. Switching Attention between Text, Picture, and Map

Our results indicate that frequent switching between the media of text, image, and map helps
in the understanding and the memorizing of content, as we expected. Thus, an important viewing
strategy of the participants in processing our geo-comic concerns the distribution of visual attention.
This is in accordance with the findings of Schnotz [16] and Mayer [15], as well as Mason et al. [18],
who argue that image and text can complement each other if the learner can create an integrated
model in the mind. Consequently, switching should be made easy in any kind of multimodal learning
material. Mayer [15] rightly demands a spatially tight arrangement of multimedia elements within a
single display. In comics, this is a given, since speech bubbles are placed in close proximity to what
they refer to and are even anchored to the picture with a pointing tip. This should make switching
particularly easy. Images need to be annotated and contextualized in order to convey geographical
knowledge. The contextualization of locations can take place in a map. Maps show spatial relations
facilitating the comprehension of interconnectedness. However, again, a map on its own does not seem
to suffice. In this study, successful learners seem to have used the map as a sort of base, switching
between map and text and map and picture to get a better understanding of the content. Of course,
we used each medium for what it can do best and were careful to avoid redundancies, as recommended
by Kalyuga and Sweller [36], in order to reduce workload. Therefore, not all information was given in
all media types, making switching essential by design. However, the strong correlation between using
the map as an entry point into the comic and test performance does indeed suggest that the mental
integration of the map with the other media is crucial for content comprehension (see Section 5.3).
This is probably especially true in geographical contexts. Maps can effectively be used to structure
further content by coherently tying together information in space. The map should be placed in an
exposed position in the overall display so that it attracts the onlooker’s gaze immediately. It certainly
helps if the map is aesthetically pleasing. It should also be clearly legible.

The integrated use of media which support the cognitive performance of learners also shows that
the ensemble of the comic is more than its single parts. As Sousanis [2] and Dittmer [37] point out,
the simultaneous yet integrated display of different modes of expression is an advantage of comics that
cannot be found in any other media, not even film. Comics can enhance the perception of phenomena
by offering a non-verbal description in combination with text. They represent this in a non-linear way,
making use of composition, i.e., space (on the page or screen). Making switching between modes of
presentation easy for learners helps them profit from this advantage for learning with multimodal
material. This is especially true when maps are involved.

5.2. Character-Driven Narrative

Students who paid a lot of attention to characters in the comic were likely to better understand
the comic’s content. Especially in human geographic contexts and human–environment interaction,
understanding the motives and positions of stakeholders is key to grasping the bigger picture. Learning
about a multitude of possible perspectives on a geographical phenomenon helps young learners to form
their own opinions. In comics and thus in our geo-comic, protagonists are a natural part of the medium.
The stories juxtapose differing perspectives on a central issue, i.e., the rose trade, as an example of
globalization. Recognizing the existence and implications of multiple stances towards such an issue is
a prerequisite for a deeper understanding of the geographical problem at hand. Representations of
expressions surpassing the verbal—such as facial expressions, gesture, or posture—are easy markers
of emotional states, explaining and giving reasons for the perspectives of the persons concerned.
These forms of expression are an essential part of meaning making in human communication [38] and
are best described in a “visual vocabulary” [39] (p. 64). They can reflect attitudes towards processes,
including geographical issues on all scales, such as globalization as represented in our geo-comic,
or any other process concerning the livelihoods of persons depending on their position within these
processes. They reflect a person’s sense of place. The sense of place is the way in which people perceive
the places they encounter and inhabit, how they relate to them, and how they value them based on
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experiences, imaginations, and other meaning-making processes [40]. Depictions of persons quickly
help to communicate attitudes of stakeholders in a naturally accessible way, guiding us through the
story. Stories told in this way are engaging, allow for empathizing with stakeholders, and are thus easy
to understand [41]. Geo-comics naturally weave into their storytelling a depiction of stakeholders as
they act in their environment. They can express emotional reactions to the geographical processes
affecting them. With the help of stories, we can emotionally and cognitively relive other people’s
experiences. Stories function like simulations [42]. This capability of stories connects the geographic
data, the statistics, and the maps with the evaluating power of the individual. Thus, they can indicate
clearly differing perspectives on a controversial topic. The school curriculum strongly demands this
kind of approach [32,33], but learning materials such as classical text books usually fail to cater to
this need (for German text books see [43]). Geo-comics can fill a wide gap here. Characters in a
geo-comic should thus be designed to be relatable, displaying clear emotions. They should be placed
in a meaningful scenery, interacting with their surroundings and each other. Gestures and facial
expressions were important clues to the emotional state of the characters in the geo-comic and helped
the viewers to empathize with them. This has an effect even on overall test performance, meaning
that comics can better fulfil the curricular demand for multiple perspectives in geographical thematic
content for use in the classroom than media not displaying characters and their emotions.

5.3. The Special Role of the Map

The unexpectedly strong relation between using the map as an entry point into the geo comic
and cognitive performance in the post-test emphasizes the map’s role as a mental scaffold. It helps to
establish relations between pieces of geographic information. This exceeds a map’s obvious function
of just localizing objects or places on the earth’s surface. A map creates context by showing a common
ground. In our geo-comic, switching between the map and other media has a higher effect on
performance in the post-test than switching between image and text, which did not have a significant
effect at all. The map alone seems to be hard to interpret for young learners. When learners use
additional information to interpret the map, they can more easily understand it. Switching seems to
indicate the integration of complementary information.

It is important to point out that the map may count as imagery, but it is fundamentally different
from both text and pictures as far as effective viewing behavior is concerned. Our analysis shows
that young learners respond to the map in a very different way than to the other two types of media.
Unlike pictures, our participants apparently could not process the map with peripheral view only
(as Loschky et al. [22] describe it). They had to examine the map fairly closely to put it to use effectively.
However, in contrast to text, the participants did not view the map in its entirety. The heat maps
show that they ignored large parts of the map and focused only on what seemed to be relevant to
them. Thus, the open graphic structure of the map apparently allowed for search processes by which
onlookers selected the information that they deemed important. In conclusion, understanding text
(literacy), understanding pictures (sometimes referred to as graphicacy), and understanding maps are
three different capabilities.

This study suggests that our geo-comic might be a useful tool for improving all three capabilities
through the concerted arrangement of the three modes of text, picture, and map. The colored areas of
the map, which attracted a lot of attention, also coincide with the landing points of the anchoring lines
connecting each story with the map. This demonstrates that a deeper understanding of the map might
be controlled by the content of the stories. The participants may have distributed their attention to
selected portions of the map according to information taken from the comic stories. They created a
context around the map using text and, more importantly, pictures. The success of integrated viewing
strategies discussed in Section 5.1.2 further supports this assumption. The map in our geo-comic is
interwoven into a network of meaning consisting of text, picture, and map. The map is explained by
its relations to the stories, but it also creates meaning by relating the different stories to each other.
The map can do this by using a different scale than the stories. While the map provides more of
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a small-scale overview, the stories perform their world-building on a scale range corresponding to
immediate human perception. Using geo-comics can thus help young learners to make sense of
mappings by providing them with meaning making maps. The geo-comic can improve map-reading
competency when switching attention between the modes is encouraged in the learners.

The design and placement of the map within the comic plays a crucial role in promoting map
competency. Placing the map in a central position, as in our geo-comic, offered the map to the
viewers, making it the most popular entry point into the geo-comic. Where orientation within the
map is concerned, the participants attributed saliency to color patches and outstanding symbols,
which received the most attention of all the map elements, according to the heat maps. In order to
encourage viewers to pay attention to the map, we suggest making it attractive and easy to look at.
It should be designed to draw the eye immediately and should be placed in a central, exposed position,
so it can be used as a guiding element in the context of further information.

6. Conclusions

Geo-comics, defined as a combination of text and pictures in the comic form with one or several
maps, can play an important role in geography education. This study shows that they can facilitate
perspectival understanding of geographical content, especially as conveyed through maps in a
contextualized way. Geo-comics achieve this by bringing together facts, spatial relations, and authentic
perspectives. Their non-linear nature opens up this conglomeration for free interchange in the learning
process, guided by a comprehensible story. This is apparently independent of comic expertise and
interest in comics within the readers (see Section 4.3). Even though there is reason to believe that
a well told story which touches upon relevant issues sparks interest in the audience no matter the
form it is delivered in, some students might not be motivated by using comics in the class room.
However, even if students are not particularly fond of the medium, this study suggests that it still
helps them understand geographical problems.

Because comics can tell stories through stakeholders’ eyes, learners can empathize with multiple
perspectives. Switching between perspectives for comparison becomes possible in the personal
timing of each reader. Consequently, human characters and their motivations should drive the story.
Having them merely explain (geographical) facts, as is often done in science comics, means losing
this opportunity. Authors of geo-comics should use recognizable character design, with characters
displaying emotional states, to support comprehension and help distinguish attitudes corresponding
to the characters’ perspectives.

This study shows that the comic form complies with many principles of learning with multimedia
content which promote enhanced cognitive performance. However, just like any other learning
material, geo-comics will never replace a teacher with a concept. In our case, this means that in the
anticipatory set of a lesson plan using our geo-comic the teacher should give introductory information
activating previous knowledge about global trade and developing countries to prepare students for the
work with the comic. To support successful viewing strategies, the teacher should provide the learners
with guided instructions, such as questions touching upon central issues. These questions serve as a
scaffold to focus on, pre-structuring specific information and carving out the different perspectives
represented in the comic. The students can then practice applying their knowledge to the topic of
globalization in a broader sense or to different aspects and examples of the global economy. In closing,
they can document the relevant information, e.g., in a mind map. Based on this, students can evaluate
the situation and form an opinion. They can reflect on their own role in a globalized world inspired by
the perspective closest to them, e.g., the rose consumers of an industrialized country. As yet, we will
have to develop theoretically well-founded guidelines for using comics in the classroom, so that all
students can benefit from the advantages of geo-comics.

In general, we can say that it is helpful to give instructions and orient the learners before exposing
them to a complex display such as our geo-comic. We acknowledge that a geo-comic, just like any
other complex learning material, needs to be embedded into a lesson plan in order to make an impact
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in its full scope. When learning with comics, students should be advised to consider carefully the
agents driving the stories, to explore the geographical facts through their eyes, opening up a human
perspective on geographical phenomena. This supports knowledge acquisition. Furthermore, students
should be prepared to consider maps, since they often play a crucial role in understanding geographies.
Hence, for the design of geo-comics, we recommend the use of one or more maps, which should be
placed in key locations on the display, offering easy access and guidance. Character design should
be appealing and should display comprehensible emotions. Characters should be embedded in
meaningful surroundings, like landscapes or other environments, since pictures support learning.

It would be interesting to compare the processes of learning with geo-comics to learning processes
with other media, such as text books or films. Another interesting comparison would be between static
and interactive geo-comics, where differing degrees of guidance could be put to use.
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